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Nerve growth factor activates autophagy in Schwann cells to enhance
myelin debris clearance and to expedite nerve regeneration
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SUPPLEMENTAL METHODS
Nerve fiber explant culture
Sciatic nerve explant cultures were performed as reported by Park et al 1. Briefly, sciatic
nerves were extracted, and the connective tissues removed in calcium/magnesium-free Hank’s
buffered solution under a stereomicroscope. The sciatic nerves were then cut into small explants
of 3-4 mm in length. The explants were then seeded in 6-well plates in Dulbecco’s modified
medium containing 10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco) at 37℃ with 5% CO2 for 2 h (DIV 0).
NGF (Sigma–Aldrich, SRP3015, final concentration: 50ng/ml) with/without chloroquine (CQ,
Aladdin, C193834, final concentration: 100 µM) was added to the culture media. The sciatic
explants were stained for LC3 (red) and F-actin (green) at DIV 1, 3 and 5. F-actin was labeled
with fluorescein phalloidin (Solarbio, CA1620, 1:1000).

Isolation and cultivation of primary DRG neurons
Dissociated DRG neurons were prepared from 2 month-old male Wistar male rats, as described
previously by Vernon, C. G 2. Briefly, adult rats were deeply anesthetized and the DRGs were
freshly dissected. After stripping off surrounding fat and connective tissue as well as blood
vessels, the DRG were transferred in 48- well plates coated poly-L-lysin. The DRG culture
medium supplemented with 50 ng/mL NGF 3 plus GW441756 (a TrkA kinase inhibitor, 2 nM
4

) or TAT-Pep5 (the p75NTR inhibitor, 10 µM 5). After culturing for 3 days, the neurite outgrowth

was detected through chicken anti-NF-200 direct immunofluorescent staining.
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE LEGENDS
Fig. S1 NGF facilitating DRG outgrowth through Trk A. (A) Confocal fluorescent images of
DRGs, stained with NF-200 (green), the nuclei were labeled with DAPI. Scale bar = 500 μm.
(B, C) Quantification of the number and length of axon in the DRG treating with NGF, TATPep 5, and GW441756 alone or in combination. Data are represented as the means ±SEM; the
experiment was repeated in triplicate. Axon length F(2, 6) = 107.70, PNGF versus NGF+TAT-Pep-5 = 0.256
(n.s),

***

PNGF versus NGF+GW441756 < 0.001; Axon number F(2, 6) = 62.46, PNGF versus NGF+TAT-Pep-5 =

0.442 (n.s), ***PNGF versus NGF+GW441756 < 0.001.

Fig. S2 NGF effect on nerve regeneration in PNI is mediated by p75NTR. (A, B)
Representative images of HE staining and immunostaining of NF-200 (green) and MBP
(red) in PNI rats receiving NGF with/without K252a (Left) or TAT-Pep5 (Right)
treatment. (C-E) Quantification of nerve fibers, NF-200 and MBP positive area in both
groups. Data are represented as the means ± SEM; n = 3 rats per group. Nerve fibers:
PNGF vs NGF+K252a = 0.571 (n.s), t = 0.616, d.f. = 4; *PNGF vs NGF+TAT-Pep5 = 0.016, t = 5.576,
d.f. = 4. NF-200: PNGF vs NGF+K252a = 0.478 (n.s), t = 0.781, d.f. = 4; *PNGF vs NGF+TAT-Pep5
= 0.027, t = 4.377, d.f. = 4. MBP PNGF vs NGF+K252a = 0.178 (n.s), t = 1.632, d.f. = 4; *PNGF
vs NGF+TAT-Pep5

= 0.024, t = 6.604, d.f. = 4.

Fig. S3 TrkA was not involved in NGF-medicated autophagy enhancement, myelin clearance
and nerve reestablishment after injury. (A-D) Representative western blotting and
quantification data of p-AMPK, AMPK, p-p70s6k, p70s6k, p-mTOR and mTOR in NGF and
NGF+GW441756 groups on day 5 after injury. Data are the mean values ± SEM; n = 3
independent experiments. p-AMPK/AMPK PNGF versus NGF+GW441756 = 0.24 (n.s), t = 1.470, d.f. =
4; p-p70s6k/p70s6k PNGF versus NGF+GW441756 = 0.97 (n.s), t = 0.043, d.f. = 4; p-mTOR/mTOR PNGF
versus NGF+GW441756

= 0.20 (n.s), t = 1.854, d.f. = 4. (E-I) Western blotting was performed to detect

ATG-7, ATG-5, Beclin-1 and LC3 levers in those two groups at 5 days post-crush. Data are the
mean values ±SEM; n = 3 independent experiments. ATG-7 PNGF versus NGF+GW441756 = 0.90 (n.s),
t = 0.141, d.f. = 4; ATG-5 PNGF versus NGF+GW441756 = 0.94 (n.s), t = 0.088, d.f. = 4; Beclin-1 PNGF

versus NGF+GW441756 =

0.66 (n.s), t = 0.490, d.f. = 4; LC3II/I PNGF versus NGF+GW441756 = 0.68 (n.s), t =

0.452, d.f. = 4. (J, L) Immunostaining for MPZ (green) and GFAP (red) in the damaged sciatic
nerve (5 days) of NGF and NGF+GW441756 rats. Data are the mean values ±SEM; n = 3 rats
per group. MPZ PNGF versus NGF+GW441756 = 0.86 (n.s), t = 0.192, d.f. = 4. (K) Representative TEM
images and co-immunostaining for MBP (red)/NF-200 (green) of 14 day sections in each
experimental group. (M-P) Quantification of the number of myelinated fibers, G-ratio, positive
staining NF-200 and MBP areas in both groups from K. Data represents the means ±SEM; n =
3 rats per group. Myelinated fibers PNGF versus NGF+GW441756 = 0.69 (n.s), t = 0.424, d.f. = 4; G-ratio
PNGF versus NGF+GW441756 = 0.99 (n.s), t = 0.017, d.f. = 4; MBP PNGF versus NGF+GW441756 = 0.81 (n.s), t
= 0.264, d.f. = 4; NF-200 PNGF versus NGF+GW441756 = 0.78 (n.s), t = 0.304, d.f. = 4. Significance
was determined with the unpaired t-test with Welch's correction.

Fig. S4 NGF promoted degradation of myelin-associated proteins after 5 days post-surgery.
(A) Western blotting analysis of MBP and MPZ in the sham, PNI and PNI+NGF groups.
GAPDH was served as a loading control. (B, C) The optical density of the MBP and MPZ
proteins in each group was quantitated and presented as mean ± SEM; MBP F(2, 21) = 31.17,
**

Psham versus PNI = 0.0073, *PPNI versus PNI+NGF = 0.019; MPZ F(2, 21) = 37.11, *Psham versus PNI = 0.036,

**

PPNI versus PNI+NGF = 0.0037. n = 8 independent experiments.

Fig. S5 NGF enhanced myelin degradation and promoted axonal regeneration after injury. (A)
Electron microscopic images of sections of lesioned nerves at 1, 3 and 5 days after crush injury.
Control sciatic nerve was marker as 0 day. Scale bar = 5 µm. (B, C) Quantitative results of the
numbers of newborn and abnormal myelin sheaths per 1000 μm2 at different time points
following injury. Data are presented as mean ± SEM; n = 3 rats per group. Abnormal myelin:
F(2, 6) = 36.99, *P1d versus 3d = 0.024, **P3d versus 5d = 0.0063; Newborn myelin: F(2, 6) = 31.20, *P1d
versus 3d

= 0.017, *P3d versus 5d = 0.027. (D) Sciatic nerve explants were stained for F-actin (green)

and LC3 (red). The explants were cultured for 0, 1, 3 and 5 days in the presence of NGF
with/without CQ. Scale bar = 10 µm. (E, F) Quantification of fluorescence intensity of F-actin
and LC3 pixels from (D). Data are presented as mean ± SEM. n = 3 independent experiments.
Significance was determined with the unpaired t-test with Welch's correction. F-actin **PNGF-5d

versus NGF+CQ-5d

= 0.0085,

***

P5d-NGF versus 0d-NGF < 0.001, PNGF-0d versus NGF+CQ-0d = 0.87 (n.s); LC3

***

PNGF-5d versus NGF+CQ-5d < 0.001, **PNGF-3d versus NGF+CQ-3d = 0.0045, *PNGF-1d versus NGF+CQ-1d = 0.017,

PNGF-0d versus NGF+CQ-0d = 0.024 (n.s), ***P5d-NGF versus 0d-NGF < 0.001.

Fig. S6 Macrophages play a role in myelin removal after PNI. (A) Immunofluorescence
staining against CD68-positive macrophages from PNI rats receiving either SiO2 or
Cyclosporin with and without NGF at 5 days post-injury. (B) ORO staining was
performed on longitudinal nerve sections 5 days post-surgery in each group. (C)
Immunostaining for MPZ (green) showing residual myelin fragments on day 5 after
injury. (D-F) Statistical analysis of macrophage numbers, ORO positive area and
myelin accumulation per 100 μm2 in each group from (A), (B) and (C). Data are
presented as mean ± SEM. n = 3 rats per group. Significance was determined with the
unpaired t-test with Welch's correction. Macrophage numbers PPNI vs PNI+NGF = 0.42 (n.s),
**

PNGF vs NGF+SiO2 = 0.0054, **PNGF vs NGF+Cyclosporin A = 0.0052, PNGF+SiO2 vs NGF+Cyclosporin A

= 0.54 (n.s),

**

PNI+Cyclosporin A

= 0.57 (n.s); ORO positive area **PPNI vs PNI+NGF = 0.0041, PNGF vs NGF+SiO2

PPNI vs PNI+SiO2 = 0.0043,

**

PPNI vs PNI+Cyclosporin A = 0.0045, PPNI+SiO2

vs

= 0.72 (n.s), PNGF vs NGF+Cyclosporin A = 0.89 (n.s), PPNI vs PNI+SiO2 = 0.19 (n.s), PPNI vs
PNI+Cyclosporin A

= 0.23 (n.s); MPZ positive area **PPNI vs PNI+NGF = 0.0061, PNGF vs NGF+SiO2

= 0.31 (n.s), PNGF vs NGF+Cyclosporin A = 0.59 (n.s), PPNI vs PNI+SiO2 = 0.32 (n.s), PPNI vs
PNI+Cyclosporin A

= 0.65 (n.s).

Fig. S7 Suppressing macrophages activation has no significant impact on NGFmediated peripheral nerve repair. (A) Immunohistochemical staining for macrophage
marker CD68 from PNI rats receiving SiO2 or Cyclosprin A with and without NGF at
14 days post-injury. (B) Immunofluorescent staining against NF-200 (green) and MBP
(red) in the longitudinal nerve sections at 14 days postsurgery. Nucleus were labeled
with DAPI. (C) Representative transverse sections of crush injured sciatic nerve were
stained with toluidine blue (TB) at 14 days postoperatively. (D-G) Quantification of
macrophage numbers, NF-200 and MBP positive area, and myelin numbers per 100
μm2 in each group from (A), (B) and (C). Data are presented as mean ± SEM.

Significance was determined with the unpaired t-test with Welch's correction. n = 3 rats
per group. Macrophage numbers PPNI vs PNI+NGF = 0.62 (n.s), PNGF vs NGF+SiO2 = 0.67 (n.s),
PNGF vs NGF+Cyclosporin A = 0.80 (n.s), PPNI vs PNI+SiO2 = 0.65 (n.s), PPNI vs PNI+Cyclosporin A =
0.76 (n.s); NF-200
NGF+Cyclosporin A

**

PPNI vs

PNI+NGF

= 0.0075, PNGF vs

NGF+SiO2

= 0.91 (n.s), PNGF vs

= 0.92 (n.s), *PPNI vs PNI+SiO2 = 0.047, *PPNI vs PNI+Cyclosporin A = 0.027; MBP

**

PPNI vs PNI+NGF = 0.0086, PNGF vs NGF+SiO2 = 0.46 (n.s), PNGF vs NGF+Cyclosporin A = 0.33 (n.s),

*

PPNI vs PNI+SiO2 = 0.043, *PPNI vs PNI+Cyclosporin A = 0.041; myelin numbers *PPNI vs PNI+NGF

= 0.043, PNGF vs NGF+SiO2 = 0.93 (n.s), PNGF vs NGF+Cyclosprin A = 0.84 (n.s), **PPNI vs PNI+SiO2
= 0.0089, **PPNI vs PNI+Cyclosporin A = 0.0070.

Fig. S8 Schematic showing the process of extraction and manipulation of collected
sciatic nerve samples for preparing different staining. the preparation of tissue section
for HE, LFB and TB staining was shown in (a); the preparation of tissue section for
immunofluorescence and ORO staining was shown in (b); the preparation of tissue
section for TEM was shown in (c).
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